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Abstract: The preliminary task of a project consists of the definition of the scenarios that will guide
further development work and validate the results. In this paper, we present an approach for
the systematic generation of validation scenarios using a specifically developed taxonomy and
combinatorial testing. We applied this approach to our research project for the development of
the energy-efficiency evaluation framework named Innometrics. We described in detail all steps
for taxonomy creation, generation of abstract validation scenarios, and identification of relevant
industrial and academic case studies. We created the taxonomy of the target computer systems and
then elaborated test cases using combinatorial testing. The classification criteria were the type of
the system, its purpose, enabling hardware components and connectivity technologies, basic design
patterns, programming language, and development lifecycle. The combinatorial testing results in
13 cases for one-way test coverage, which was considered enough to create a comprehensive test
suite. We defined the case study for each particular scenario. These case studies represent the real
industrial, educational, and open-source software development projects that will be used in further
work on the Innometrics project.

Keywords: computer system taxonomy; programming language; development framework; design
pattern; energy consumption; combinatorial testing; classification tree

1. Introduction

1.1. Rationale

Nowadays, energy and mobility are essential aspects of the technological evolution of humankind.
However, the global economy faces unprecedented challenges in meeting growing energy and mobility
demands, due to the clash between economic development and resource limitations [1,2]. Every year,
mobile device manufacturers seek to expand the range of devices. The new devices require more
energy, one of the most urgent problems is to increase the number of hours of operation. An important
issue to reduce the energy consumption of mobile devices, the ability of software components to adapt
to their specific needs in order to minimize energy consumption [1].

The need to use energy-saving technologies is dictated not only by the desire to save resources,
but also the inability to provide acceptable battery life for mobile devices. Today it is one of the
driving forces behind the improvement of architectures and technologies such as mobile processors
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and supercomputers and servers. Fully coping with the problem, using only hardware solutions
(increase the battery capacity, optimization tools), is not possible, so we need to use software solutions
and tools to assess, monitor, and predict the values of key parameters through the whole software
development lifecycle.

An important role in the design of energy-efficient systems takes the analysis of values of the basic
parameters (metrics) of energy consumption, like the utilization of CPU and GPU components. Software
metrics are quantitative measures of specific software development artifacts, such as code complexity.
There are process and product metrics, and both can be linked to energy consumption. Some of them
based on the analysis of source code, developed during the past few decades for different programming
paradigms such as structured programming and object-oriented programming (OOP) [3].

An important step in establishing a measurement program is the selection of the measures to use.
The selection of the metrics should fit the development process and should have a direct impact on
the quality of the delivered software. The set of metrics for different products or processes should
be tailored even within the same organization. Metrics validation is another important topic in the
area of software measurement because their acceptance depends on whether they are able to predict
important qualities.

The use of a coherent system of metrics to evaluate energy consumption has been studied
extensively in the literature [4,5]. The question of definition and application of metrics to evaluate
the energy consumption is of great practical interest, and we have studied this issue in a companion
paper recently published [6]. The system described in that paper—that we called InnoMetrics—aims
at building and validating a quantitative framework to guide the development and the evolution
of sustainable computer systems using a variety of metrics collected throughout the lifecycle of
software products on different computer systems, from the initial concept to the deployment, execution,
and maintenance, optimizing the performances of the products under a variety of nowadays relevant
factors, including the efficient use of energy resources.

1.2. Motivation for the Research

The technical tasks of our project, both theoretical and practical, have been conducted considering
specific contexts. For these reasons, the preliminary task consists of the definition of a set of use cases
and scenarios that will constitute the framework for guiding the technical work. Such usage scenarios
are the major artifact in some agile frameworks for further exploration of the requirements for the
development system [7].

There are several approaches to identify the scenarios, from an empirical approach based on the
own level of expertise to the statistical methods, such as Monte Carlo sampling or First Two Moments
sampling techniques [8]. Some research papers proposed the taxonomy of scenario development.
Thus, Heugens and Oosterhout [9] provided a classification of the scenario generating methods based
on the epistemology and normative involvement criteria. Van Notten [10] decomposed scenarios into
several macro characteristics, such as goals, design process and content, and a number of detailed
features to give a structural base for scenario generation. Bruninx [11] described several techniques for
scenario generating based on scenario tree analysis: sampling, path-based methods, property matching,
and probability metrics implementation.

For the current research, the primary idea for usage scenario generating is to specify a context
in which the usage scenario will be executed, as a test case. In particular, it is important to identify
examples of some technical infrastructure for which awareness of the status of resource usage and
the viability of the system is critical (e.g., mobile devices, cloud computing, wireless sensor networks,
etc.). Consequently, it will be possible to implement combinatorial testing techniques and tools for
the selected parameters. Combinatorial methods will provide a reasonable number of scenarios with
two-way or even three-way coverage that could be considered as an exhaustive analysis of the project
deliverables. Based on this idea, the process of scenario generation consists of two parts:
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• Create a classification tree for a given topic of energy-efficient software development. This process,
including the selection of relevant aspects and identifying equivalence classes, is given in Section 2.

• Generate test cases. This process is given in Section 3.

Section 5 discusses the results in terms of generated test cases as illustrated by the generated
samples for real case studies.

2. Classification Tree Development

In order to elicit appropriate scenarios for further analysis of the project results, we have to figure
out which factors in software development are significant from the energy consumption perspective.
Based on these factors it is possible to develop a taxonomy for the computer systems, which can be
used as a base for the classification tree.

There are a number of researches devoted to the usage of taxonomies for software engineering
covering various perspectives. The Softmake company elaborated a taxonomy based on the requirements,
design, specification techniques and coding management [12]. However, this classification is inspired
by McConnell’s Rapid Development System [13], which addresses issues other than energy efficiency.

Another taxonomy, developed by Watson [14], focused on the Software Development process
and related tools. This well-detailed taxonomy, however, is related to the external aspects of software
development, such as tools or testing techniques, whilst the focus of the Innometrics project is the
influence of the internal aspects of the system on its energy efficiency.

In our previous work [15], a taxonomy and some scenarios for the development of mobile
applications were introduced. However, it cannot be properly extended to other relevant areas to be
considered—such as cloud computing or embedded systems.

Beloglazov et al. [16] established the comprehensive taxonomy focused on energy efficiency.
This work is closely related to our project; however, the reason why the given taxonomy cannot be
used as a guideline for scenario elicitation is that the research considers databases and cloud systems
only. However, some of the classification principles from this paper can be applied to developing a
classification tree.

Ramesh et al. [17] developed a taxonomy for energy management in embedded systems,
which focused mostly on the power optimization of existing systems.

In this paper, the primary focus is on three types of computer systems: embedded, cloud,
and mobile ones. Thus, for starting, we should unify the taxonomy for these domains and later
we enrich it with additional aspects, which are significant for the energy efficiency of the related
software products. We used a taxonomy for embedded and intelligent systems by the IDC Company
(Dugar et al. [18]). The taxonomy focuses on embedded and intelligent systems and considers cloud
and mobile ones as their segments (Figure 1).

Intelligent and
embedded systems

Enabling
technology

Type System
function

Primary
client

Embedded
systems

Cloud/
datacenters

Mobile Desktop

Figure 1. Computer systems basic taxonomy based on their type, enabling technology and
system function.
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The principle of system function classification fits well with the given project. Previously we
developed a classification for mobile applications based on the categories from Google Play Store and
App Store [15]. In this research that classification will be expanded to cover all types of computer
systems. Thus, we combined it with the taxonomy proposed by IDC [18]. The resulting classification
(see Table 1) allowed us to classify mobile and desktop applications as well as embedded and
cloud systems:

Table 1. System function taxonomy for the computer systems.

System Type Description

transportation devices and applications for nonautomotive transportation market

business business intelligence systems, digital signage systems, and retail gateways

communications wired and wireless enterprise and service provider infrastructure and client end devices

robotics automotive devices, satellite systems and motion controllers

computing data centers and HPC applications for modeling or data processing

healthcare patient monitoring equipment, diagnostic equipment, and healthcare for healthy people

utilities tools and technologies for controlling and optimizing efficiency of systems or devices

entertainment end-user software like games, media applications

If we consider the traditional software development lifecycle (in short, SDLC), the taxonomies
shown above are related mostly to the project start and early requirements elicitation stages, as far as
they describe the type and general purpose of the system.

In a typical development lifecycle, the next stage is the design of the system. At this stage,
the application of design patterns may strongly influence the quality of the software product with
respect to energy efficiency. The effect of patterns is investigated in a number of research papers [19–21].
Noureddine and RajanIn [21] observed 21 design patterns from an energy efficiency perspective.
For the developing taxonomy, we divided these patterns into four categories based on their impact on
the energy efficiency of the system: high positive (more than 10% overhead), low positive (less than
10%), low negative (more than −10%), and high negative (less than −40%). The resulted taxonomy is
given in Figure 2.

Design patterns

High positive
energy overhead

Low positive
energy overhead

High negative
energy overhead

Low negative
energy overhead

mediator observer

decorator template

interpreter

visitor iterator prototype

chain proxy state bridge

command abstract factory

strategy builder singleton

flyweight adapter composite

Figure 2. Object oriented design patterns taxonomy for the computer systems.
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The next stage in the traditional SDLC process is the implementation, i.e., the coding stage. In the
previous work [15] we considered development tools (IDE) as one of the aspects that have an impact
on energy efficiency. However, we did not find any evidence of this hypothesis in the literature, thus
we focused on another issue to be investigated at this stage—the choice of the programming language.

Pereira et al. [22] provided a thorough analysis of different programming languages and their
impact on energy consumption. The authors categorized 27 languages based on their paradigm
and processing principle (see Figure 3) and analyzed the efficiency of each language, paradigm,
and processing principle in performing 10 typical algorithms. However, the categorization based
on the language paradigm provides no valuable information regarding the energy efficiency of the
programming language (see Figure 4a). The processing principle, on the contrary, allows us to reason
about the energy efficiency of the given language, providing a clear distinguishing factor between
compiled, interpreted, and virtual machine languages (see Figure 4b).

The compiled languages are the most energy-efficient ones, whilst the group of interpreted
languages shows the worst results. Thus, for the developing energy-efficiency taxonomy, the processing
principle was selected as the criterion for the classification of programming languages.

Figure 3. Classification of programming languages based on the paradigm and processing principle.

(a) Comparison by processing principle.

(b) Comparison by language paradigm.

Figure 4. Analysis of the energy efficiency of programming languages.
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In our previous research [15] we analyzed energy efficiency as a software quality attribute. Based
on this, we added the parameter of SDLC to the final taxonomy, as Inukollu et al. [23] argued about the
impact of the development lifecycle on the software quality. The taxonomy of SDLC was based on the
classification given by Zima [24], therefore we used the same concepts in this research and included
traditional, agile, open-source, and individual development as possible options for the SDLC choice.

Another important aspect of energy efficiency analysis is the usage of particular hardware
components by the software in operation mode, like sensors or connection channels. It is a very
challenging task to classify all possible variants in this area since the number of existing I/O devices is
very huge. For the given task we decided to use the taxonomy proposed by IDC [18] and enriched the
sensor’s section with components analyzed by Javed et al. [25]. The result of the classification is given
in Figure 5.

Enabling technology

Data processingConnectivity Sensors

Wired Wireless

Ethernet

others

cellular

Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

others

GPU

microcontroller

microprocessor

optical sensor

microphone

speaker

accelerometer

GPS

display

environmental sensor

Figure 5. Enabling technology taxonomy for computer systems, including connectivity principle,
data processing approach and use of sensors.

It should be taken into account that this branch of taxonomy is based on multiple aggregation
principles, which means that a system can include several sensors or connections.

The last step in taxonomy development is the expanding of the basic topology given in
Figure 1. Since the focus of our research is energy efficiency in mobile, cloud, and embedded
systems, we performed decomposition of two categories in the “system type” branch: primary client,
which includes mobile systems, and cloud/datacenter system. The former is augmented with our
taxonomy for mobile applications [15], and for the latter, some of the criteria from the work by
Beloglazov et al. [16] were chosen. We referred to the datacenter level taxonomy, so for this topology
type the parameters virtualization, workload, and target systems type are added. Also, we picked
out desktop systems from the primary client category and decomposed them based on the operating
system type.

The final classification tree is given in Figure 6.
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open source
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others
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Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

others

GPU

microcontroller

microprocessor

optical sensor

microphone
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accelerometer

GPS

display

environmental sensor

Figure 6. Computer system classification tree from the energy efficiency viewpoint.

3. Scenario Generation

The combinatorial method used for generating scenarios is obtained by implementing the ACTS
(Automated Combinatorial Testing for Software) tool [26] (Figure 7). Firstly, the main classification
tree was created including all two-level decompositions. For the categories “System function”,
“Design patterns”, “Programming languages” and “Development lifecycle”, the enumerations,
describing particular instances or clusters (as shown in Figure 6), were introduced first. For the branch
“Enabling technology” we group wired and wireless connectivity options in one sub-category as far
as in the taxonomy they are mutually exclusive (which is not true in real life). Also, the sub-category
“Sensors” was introduced, as far as ACTS does not support multiple aggregated instances for one
parameter. However, we should remember that for this category we are able to choose any subset.
The most challenging task was to describe the “Type” category, as far as some of the instances have
2–3 additional levels of decomposition. So, instead of “Mobile” instance, six separate instances were
created based on mobile taxonomy. For some systems additional fields were introduced, and for other
system types the default value “-” was assigned.
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Figure 7. Building classification trees and combinatorial testing with Automated Combinatorial Testing
for Software tool.

Also, a number of constraints were added to the classification tree before building. The constraints
in ACTS syntax are the following:

(Topology = "Mobile native Android" || Topology = "Mobile native iOS" ||
Topology = "Mobile native Windows Phone" || Topology = "Mobile web app" ||
Topology = "Mobile runtime interpretation" || Topology = "Mobile web based") =>
(Connectivity = "cellular" || Connectivity = "Wi-Fi")
(Topology = "Embedded") => (Data_processing = "microcontroller")
(Topology != "Embedded") => (Data_processing != "microcontroller")
(Topology != "Mobile native Android" && Topology != "Mobile native iOS" &&
Topology != "Mobile native Windows Phone" && Topology != "Mobile web app" &&
Topology != "Mobile runtime interpretation" && Topology != "Mobile web based") =>
(Connectivity != "cellular")
(Sensors = "GPS") => (System_function = "navigation")
(Topology = "Cloud") => (Connectivity != "Bluetooth")
(Topology = "Desktop Windows" || Topology = "Desktop Linux" ||
Topology = "Desktop MacOS") =>
(Connectivity = "ethernet" || Connectivity = "Wi-Fi")
(Topology = "Cloud") => (Sensors = "no")
(Topology != "Cloud") => (Virtualization = "-")
(Topology != "Cloud") => (Workload = "-")
(Topology != "Cloud") => (Target_systems = "-")
(Topology = "Cloud") => (Virtualization != "-")
(Topology = "Cloud") => (Workload != "-")
(Topology = "Cloud") => (Target_systems != "-")
(Topology = "Mobile native Android" || Topology = "Mobile native iOS" ||
Topology = "Mobile native Windows Phone") =>
(Programming_language = "compiled" ||
Programming_language = "virtual machine")
(Topology = "Mobile runtime interpretation") =>
(Programming_language = "interpreted" ||
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Programming_language = "virtual machine")
(Topology = "Mobile web app" || Topology = "Mobile web based") =>
(Programming_language = "interpreted")

For t-way test case generation, the IPOG algorithm [27] was used. The variations of one-way,
two-way, and three-way testing were observed. The resulted number of test cases is given in Figure 8.

1 2 3
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200

400

600

800
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135

883

t-way value

te
st

ca
se

s

Figure 8. The number of generated test cases for various t-way options.

As can be seen in Figure 8, the number of scenarios increased exponentially with a higher t
number. In fact, for the case of scenario development, it is enough to check each instance at least
once to conclude about the effectiveness of the developing model. As far as 1-way testing covers all
instances, there is no need to provide an extensive investigation based on “all-couples” or “all-triples”
combinations.

4. Results and Discussion

The resulting test cases for each usage scenario could be summarized as follows (Table 2).

Table 2. Test cases for embedded, mobile and desktop systems.

# Test Case Description

1

Server software for HPC application in the homogeneous environment using virtualization.
The processing performed primarily on GPU, supporting Wi-Fi connection. The interpreted
programming language and high overhead design pattern are used in software implementation.
The product is developed by the team according to agile SDLC. The purpose of the software
is computations.

2

Embedded system with optical sensor connected via Bluetooth. The software is open-sourced,
written with virtual machine language according to a low non-overhead pattern. The product
is developed by the team according to the traditional (waterfall) SDLC. It is purposed for the
robotics market.

3

Mobile native application for Android system with GPU processing and connection via
cellular network 3G/4G module. It is coded with compiled language according to the
high non-overhead pattern by an individual person. The purpose of the application is
entertainment area, thus usage of such sensors as optical sensors and display could be assigned
to this scenario.
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Table 2. Cont.

# Test Case Description

4
Mobile native application for the iOS system based on CPU computations and connected via
Wi-Fi. Software is written in a compiled language based on a low overhead design pattern by
a development team with agile SDLC. Its purpose is communications.

5

Mobile native application for Windows Phone. In operation mode, it uses a Wi-Fi connection
and GPU to perform computations. It is written with virtual machine language according to a
high non-overhead pattern by an individual developer. It is positioned as a healthcare product.
Based on the software function area, the possible option is the usage of accelerometer and GPS

6

Desktop Windows-based software. It uses an Ethernet connection and performs computations
in GPU. The software is written with compiled language according to a low non-overhead
pattern by a development team based on traditional SDLC. The software is developed for an
industrial system, so a number of optical and environmental sensors, as well as display, are
assigned to this scenario

7

Desktop software under Linux OS. In operation mode, it uses an Ethernet connection and
performs computations in the CPU. The software is written with interpreted language using
a high overhead design pattern. The software is developed by an individual person. It is
targeted to the business systems, so no special sensors are used in this case, except display

8
Desktop software for macOS. In operation mode, it uses a Wi-Fi connection and performs
computations in GPU. The software is written with interpreted language using a high
non-overhead design pattern. This is an open-source project. It is targeted to the utilities market

9

Mobile web application with CPU processing and connection via a cellular network. It is
written in the interpreted language according to a high overhead design pattern. It is an
open-source project, targeted to the entertainment sector. It was decided to assign the speaker
and microphone sensors to this case to specify the software purpose and operation pattern

10

Mobile application with runtime interpretation. It operates under Wi-Fi connection with CPU
processing. It is written with interpreted language and a high non-overhead design pattern.
The software is developed by the team with a traditional SDLC. The target market is healthcare.
The external environmental sensors are used with this software as the source of input data

11

Mobile web-based application using a Wi-Fi connection and CPU in normal operation mode.
The software is written by an individual developer with interpreted language following a low
non-overhead design pattern. It is dedicated to the transportation sector. No specific sensors
assigned to this scenario

12

Cloud-based software for real-time processing in heterogeneous systems. Computations
performed on CPU, connection type is not specified. The software is developed with virtual
machine language based on a high non-overhead design pattern by an agile development
team. It is dedicated to the utilities sector

13

Cloud-based solution for batch-style workload designed for homogeneous systems. It
implies virtual machine, computations performed on CPU, a connection is made via Ethernet.
The software is developed with interpreted language based on a high overhead design pattern.
It is an open-source project, targeted to the entertainment market

This is the data obtained by using combinatorial testing for the developed taxonomy in the form
of a classification tree. However, it is not a proper usage scenario definition, as far as these cases are
not sufficiently detailed. The last step to define scenarios is to specify each generated test case and,
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whenever is possible, provide a link to the real projects so that they can be used as valid cases in
further research.

This part is performed based on the empirical analysis and expert judgment of the research group.
The main criteria for scenario definition were the existence and accessibility of the particular software
development projects for the thorough analysis from an energy efficiency perspective. In particular,
for the University of Bologna, the case studies will refer to embedded systems related to the military
domain. For Innopolis University, the case studies will start within the research labs, and be performed
together with partner companies located in the Innopolis; later they will be extended to the major
Russian software producers.

The list of the relevant case studies is given below.

Case study 1. The scenario refers to a scientific application, using Python as programming language.
In this context, the possible case study is an R&D project of Innopolis University
devoted to the development of the geodesically accurate digital model of the territory
of the Republic of Tatarstan [28].

Case study 2. This context correlates with the Smart TV app, as far as Java is used in Android
TV development and usage of Bluetooth connection can be used in control signal
transmitting. The scenario is inspired by the case study of Sitronics Telecom Solutions
project for Smart TV systems.

Case study 3. Android-based application written on Java using Android Studio. This scenario
fits well with the game development project. The game should include real-world
interaction or augmented reality as far as active usage of GPS is assumed.
The examples of such projects are Pokemon Go or Geocaching [29].

Case study 4. Mobile software development project for the iOS system. For this scenario, the case
study of ABDT company’s project of mobile bank application can be assigned.
The iOS version of the app is developed on Swift and Objective-C using XCode
IDE. There are several teams working on the project using an agile approach based
on SAFe methodology [30].

Case study 5. Windows Phone app developed on C# in the Visual Studio. The app represents a
fitness tracker. As far as it is an individual development and not a large-scale project
it is possible to bring this scenario to life as the student’s course project.

Case study 6. The development of the control system based on machine vision. The software
is developed in C++ using Microsoft Visual Studio involving CUDA for GPU
computations. The traditional SDLC is usually used in government-funded projects.
Thus, the case study could be derived from the analysis of open databases of such
funds as Fund for Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises (FASIE), Skolkovo,
or international foundations. The example of a system that operates on Windows OS
as well as matches the requirement of GPU computations and the usage of optical
sensors is the recently launched project “Monitoring and quality control system for
iron ore raw materials processing” [15,31] supported by FASIE.

Case study 7. The PC software for the Linux system is written in Python. No additional requirements
are put on this scenario. Thus, a student’s course project could be specified to get a
relevant case study.

Case study 8. The scenario describes the development of a framework for modeling and simulation
of some physical processes or aggregates. It is implemented in Objective-C.
The possible case for this scenario is the open-source project SOFA—an efficient
framework dedicated to research, prototyping, and development of physics-based
simulations [32].

Case study 9. The scenario of a simple mobile audio player implemented on JavaScript in JQuery
Mobile framework. It can be the open-source project, such as MediaElement.js [33]
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Case study 10. JavaScript app developed in React Native or Xamarine IDEs. Based on the application
area and specifics of external environmental sensors, the app is a kind of a medical
assistant, such as blood pressure measurement, eye care, or diabetes journal apps [34].

Case study 11. Mobile app built with JavaScript on Adobe PhoneGap framework. A number
of possible case studies can be assigned to this scenario. As far as individual
development is required, the student’s course work project could be elaborated
as a relevant case study.

Case study 12. The possible scenario implementation is a Java project. The description of the test
case together with the given specifics ideally matches the CIRI ICT project of the
Università di Bologna dedicated to the resource management platform for cloud
computing applications [35].

Case study 13. The scenario is related to the cloud-based open-source platform. It should be based on
the Perl language. The examples of such open-source projects are WebGUI CMS [36]
or Movable Type publishing platform [37].

5. Conclusions

Within the scope of this study, a thorough analysis of various taxonomies of different kinds of
computer systems with respect to energy consumption was performed. We developed a taxonomy
focused on the properties of computer systems that have an impact on energy efficiency.

The obtained set of scenarios based on a combinatorial analysis of embedded and intelligent
systems’ taxonomy provides full coverage of possible case studies for the tools and models developed
within the project of energy efficiency analysis of the software under varying technological contexts
(e.g., cloud, mobile, embedded). It has to be mentioned that we can use various optimization techniques
for the purpose of creating the reliable set of validation scenarios from the derived classification tree.
Approaches such as Monarch Butterfly Optimization (MBO) [38], EarthWorm optimization Algorithm
(EWA) [39], Elephant Herding Optimization (EHO) [40], Moth Search (MS) algorithm [41] and others
could be used to generate compact validation sets. However, the focus of the paper is not to analyze
different combinatorial algorithms, but to show the general idea of using them to generate a set of
validation scenarios.

The defined scenarios will be used in the empirical experimentation part of the project to validate
the hypothesis that our methods and tools are able to address practical needs. From the given
scenarios the feedback to the researchers and developers of the current research project will be
obtained. Such feedback will be used to improve the tools and the way they are integrated.

The derived set of scenarios was augmented with a specific context and additional information
about particular tools, methods, and approaches used in the development process. Finally, we come
up with a set of case studies related to the context of a particular scenario. Case studies will be shared
by the research unit working on the same scenarios thus allowing the comparison of the results and
the identification of the peculiarities of the different techniques.

The primary goal of the research was to develop a set of scenarios to define relevant case studies
for further industrial testing of the developed energy efficiency assessment framework. However, we
hope that the given taxonomy will be useful for the researches in computer system categorization
and classification.
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